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Provision for waterbirth is part of a strategy for normality but midwives are not experts in latest bath 
design and plumbing.  So for midwives and others here are a few pointers to help make the purchase 
and installation of any number of birth pools run more smoothly. 

1. Decide what you want in an ideal world.  You can have pools as big or small as you want you can 
have them nearly any shape but some shapes and sizes work better in different rooms.  Think 
about the layout of the room – where are the plug sockets?, if there is a bed involved, where it 
would go? Think about what you want to make the pool work.  We find it so sad to visit hospitals 
where the pool room is a glorified equipment store - make sure you know what your requirements 
are - and ask advice and information: a good pool company should be able to provide useful 
information and pointers. 

2. Think about plumbing.  A good birth pool is designed from the plumbing up because if it does not 
empty well then it won't be the pleasure you dreamed of!  So do your homework, ask the pool 
company about plumbing in the bath, and look at the rooms for installation what plumbing is 
already there? An existing sink or a toilet shows that the necessary water supply / drainage is 
near by. It is good to know what is in the room below because sometimes you can get into the 
ceiling void of the room below and make the drainage the best it can be. This is a good time to be 
discussing the matter with Estates.  You can even get the pool company and estates to have 
these conversations for you! 

3. Get creative with colours and features - getting the bath you want does not necessarily cost you 
an arm and a leg.  And be aware that bespoke bath designs for your requirements and dreams 
often cost a lot less than you think and could be within budget! 

4. Make it a Team Effort Involve the Estates Department as early as is possible / helpful to you. 
They may be able to help with much of the above and undertake some of the works to make your 
budget go as far as possible.  Maternity services’ budgets are often stretched and it is certainly 
possible for the hospital’s own Estates Department to fit the bath with support from your birth pool 
provider-a good birth pool company will support and facilitate your own installation, providing 
useful instructions and offering telephone support. Moreover, a proper pool company would be 
able to install that bath for you for additional peace of mind. 

5. If you are not sure ask.  The maternity unit will be living with the birthpool for some years and 
want it used and easy to use.  So ask questions, ask for what you want, discuss concerns, snags, 
and possibilities. Birthing pool companies, as well as estates teams should be there to help make 
this project work for the best.  Use all the expertise at your disposal, remembering of course that 
we rely on midwives and mothers as the experts in birth and the best birth environment. 

6. And finally once your have your pools and pool rooms fully kitted out make sure you make a big 
splash about it in the local media and across the Trust communications.  Buying and installing 
even one birth pool is a real achievement in enhancing normal birth and the good experience of 
mothers and midwives.  So have the press in, do some good birth stories and photos, and have 
an opening ceremony.  this is all important stuff educating mothers, their families and the public in 
general about the benefits of water birth and normal birth generally.  Its not just having a birth 
pool installed this is about changing the birth culture of a nation!   

 
                                 

 


